Rinehart Radio-Television Electronics Training Books

PRACTICAL — COMPLETE — EASY TO UNDERSTAND

These famous books bring you the finest of modern training at lowest cost. Written by acknowledged experts, they are fully illustrated and get right down to “brass tacks” in making things easy to understand. They are ideally suited for home study, school use or on-the-job reference. Use attached Order Card. Our 10-day MONEY BACK GUARANTEE protects you fully.

RINEHART & COMPANY, Inc.
232 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

REPAIR ANY RADIO OR TELEVISION EVER MADE!

RADIO & TELEVISION RECEIVER
Circuitry and Operation
By Ghirardi and Johnson
669 pages, 417 illus., $6.50

RADIO & TELEVISION RECEIVER
Troubleshooting and Repair
By Ghirardi and Johnson
820 pages, 418 illus., $6.75

GET MORE WORK OUT OF YOUR OSCILLOSCOPE!

MODERN OSCILLOSCOPES AND THEIR USES
By Jacob H. Ruitter, Jr., Allen B. DuMont Laboratories
This book makes the cathode ray oscilloscope easy to understand and easy to use! Shows where and how to use scopes on all types of AM, FM and TV service work...and on other electronic jobs, too. From trouble-shooting to set realigning and dozens of other jobs you learn to make connections; how to adjust circuit components; how to set the controls; and how to analyze patterns fast and right. 368 pages, 390 illus., $6.50
NEW 2nd EDITION!
BASIC ELECTRONIC TEST INSTRUMENTS
By Rufus P. Turner
254 pages, 171 illus., $4.00

Learn to work better with fewer instruments...to use old instruments in new ways...to avoid buying unnecessary instruments...to evaluate instrument readings accurately—and put them to practical use! Actually this book is a complete instrument training course. Over 60 types, including the latest are fully explained. Work-saving shortcuts are outlined. Covers current and voltage meters, ammeters and V-O-M's; grid-dip oscillators; special television instruments; tube testers; r-f test oscillators and dozens more.

DON'T THROW OLD RADIOS AWAY!
RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
By A. A. Ghirardi
744 pages, 3 1/2 lbs., $6.50

Here’s the data you need to fix old radios fast and right. Covers common troubles on over 4800 home, auto and record changer models, made by 202 manufacturers between 1925 and 1942. Shows exactly what to do, how to do it. Includes Airline, Apex, Arvin, Atwater Kent, Belmont, Bosch, Brunswick, Clarion, Crosley, Emerson, Pana, G-E, Kolter, Majestic, Motorola, Philco, Pilot, RCA, Silvertone, Sparten, Stromberg and dozens more...PLUS invaluable tube and component data, etc.

GET BETTER HI-FI RESULTS...at less cost!
HIGH FIDELITY TECHNIQUES
By John H. Newitt
512 pages, 203 clear pictures, $7.50

Whether you specialize in high fidelity service, custom building, or simply want to build a top-notch outfit for your own use, this new book will guide you every step of the way. Shows what to do...what to avoid. Gives you a full understanding of methods, circuits, designs, equipment and components. Check full of how-to-do-it tips, service hints, custom building design ideas, and helpful charts and diagrams.

A complete guide to TELEVISION REPAIRS
PRACTICAL TELEVISION SERVICING
By Johnson & Newitt
334 pages, 253 illus., $4.00

The authors actually operated a TV service shop to get the data they now pass along to you in clear, easily understood form. They show how TV differs from radio...what mistakes to avoid...and exactly how to locate troubles and make television set repairs. TV troubleshooting case histories and service cut short makes the book "tops" for beginners and experienced servicemen alike.

IT PAYS TO TRAIN FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT!
ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR
by Robert Rosenberg
580 pages, 900 step-by-step pictures, $6.00

Shows how to handle electric motor repair and maintenance jobs, including complete rewinding. Covers AC and DC motors and generators PLUS electrical, electronic and mechanical motor control systems. Special pictures and diagrams make every step of the work doubly clear. Thousands of copies now used in motor shops, schools and for home study by men who want to get ahead in this fast-growing field.

CASH IN ON HOME APPLIANCE REPAIR!
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICE MANUAL
By William Gobbert, David Ranken Jr., School of Industrial Trades, St. Louis, Missouri 370 pages, 160 illus., $5.00

Here's the book you've been looking for...complete, up-to-date, and easy to use. Washing machines, toasters, electric ranges—you name it, and you'll find the right way to repair it at home with a few simple tools. Tested in a leading training school, this valuable "do-it-yourself" book is full of just the kind of photos, circuit diagrams, and troubleshooting guides that you'll want for fast, efficient repairing. Save your own money on your own repairs, and make quick, easy profits in service work.

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR START in Radio-Electronics
RADIO PHYSICS COURSE
By A. A. Ghirardi
972 pages, 310 pictures, $6.50

Here's basic training you can really understand! The oldest book of its kind and still a best seller today because it is so clear and complete. Starts with Basic Electricity (over 300 pages), then takes you step by step through the entire radio-electronics field. Thoroughly covers principles, theories, and practices that are basic to even the most modern equipment. 36 courses in one!

WANT A COMMERCIAL OPERATOR'S LICENSE?
LICENSE MANUAL FOR RADIO OPERATORS:
A Guide to FCC Examinations
by J. Richard Johnson
448 pages, 142 illus., $5.00

A thoroughgoing treatment of all eight elements covered in the FCC Guide, designed to help you prepare for FCC Commercial Radiotelephone and Radiotelegraph License examinations. Up-to-date legal information, and references to sources of laws. Several appendices, including one which organizes the test material for classroom use. Many diagrams and pictures accompany the question-and-answer text.

HANDY ORDER CARD
Please send books checked below for 10 day free examination. If not satisfied, I will return books in 10 days postpaid and you agree to refund my money.

☐ Radio & Television Receiver @ $6.50 ☐ Pix-O-Fix No. 2 @ $1.25
☐ Circuitry & Operation @ $6.50 ☐ Both Pix-O-Fix No. 1 & 2 @ $2.00
☐ Radio & Television Receiver @ $6.00 ☐ Magnetic Recording @ $5.00
☐ Troubleshooting & Repair @ $6.75 ☐ Practical Television @ $4.00
☐ Modern Oscilloscopes ☐ Electric Motor Repair @ $6.00
☐ and Their Uses, Revised @ $6.50 ☐ High Fidelity Techniques @ $7.50
☐ Basic Electronic Test ☐ Radio Physics Course @ $6.50
☐ Instruments @ $4.00 ☐ Electrical Appliance ☐ Practical Television @ $5.00
☐ Handbook @ $6.50 ☐ Service Manual @ $7.50
☐ License Manual for ☐ Engineering @ $5.00
☐ Radio Operators @ $5.00
☐ Pix-O-Fix No. 1 @ $1.25
☐ Send C.O.D. ☐ $ .. encased

NAME .......................................................... OCCUPATION .................................
ADDRESS .................................................. CITY, ZONE, STATE ..........................